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Introduction   to   LogicHub   
The   LogicHub™   platform   is   an   integrated   automation   solution   for   security   operations,   which  
helps   cyber   analysts   reduce   investigation   and   threat   detection   times   by   easily   capturing   and  
automating   the   expertise,   context,   and   processes   specific   to   their   IT   environment.   

LogicHub   takes   event   data   ingested   from   your   security   information   and   event   management  
(SIEM)   environment   and   applies   intelligent   process   automation   to   identify   and   score   events  
according   to   their   potential   severity.   After   the   process   playbook   is   designed   in   LogicHub,   the  
results   become   available   for   intelligent   threat   triage   and   detection   on   an   ongoing   basis.   

Beginning   with   notable   events   from   your   SIEM   environment,   LogicHub   processes   the   data,  
leveraging   the   analyst’s   expertise   along   with   information   from   web   security   services   such   as  
Blue   Coat   and   VirusTotal   to   produce   a   score   for   each   event.   The   scored   events   that   meet   a  
severity   threshold   are   then   provided   back   to   your   SIEM   system   along   with   an   explanation  
that   lets   you   focus   on   the   events   that   are   most   likely   to   require   attention.   

 

 

Before   you   begin,   let’s   look   at   the   building   blocks   of   the   LogicHub   product.   
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LogicHub   Terminology  
Connections    allow   you   to   ingest   data   into   LogicHub   from   your   security   information   and   event  

management   (SIEM)   environment.  

Event   types    are   the   queries   that   get   specific   events   from   your   connections   and   yield   the   results   that   will  

pipe   into   the   LogicHub   analysis.   The   queries   are   the   same   native   queries   that   you   would   run   on   your  

SIEM.  

Playbooks    (formerly   called   flows)   are   the   graphical   representations   of   the   logic   that   the   security   analyst  

goes   through   to   make   decisions   about   events.   Playbook   execution   ranks   security   events   such   that   the  

critical   events   at   the   top.   Playbooks   allow   you   to   take   multiple   inputs   and   apply   data   reduction   and  

advanced   correlation   techniques   to   generate   a   single   score   or   ranking   as   the   output   for   each   event.  

Streams    allow   you   to   automate   the   analysis   logic   codified   in   the   playbooks   and   apply   it   to   upcoming  

events   on   a   fixed   interval,   creating   batches   of   results.   You   can   set   up   streams   to   run   at   a   set   interval  

(such   as   every   30   minutes),   and   apply   a   playbook   to   each.   Within   each   stream,   you   can   drill   down   to   see  

why   alerts   were   scored   in   a   particular   way,   and   what   portions   of   the   playbook   contributed   to   the   scoring.  

Destinations    represent   third   party   tools   to   which   you   can   forward   the   scored   events   and   associated  

explanations.   A   destination   can   be   your   SIEM,   ticketing   system,   or   any   other   third   party   tool   that   is  

compatible   with   your   workflow.  

 

Integrations    allow   you   to   exchange   data   with   third-party   applications.   With   the   integrations   feature,   you  

can   set   up   a   connection   to   a   third   party   application   and   then   call   that   connection   from   your   flow.  
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Modules    are   pre-built   automation   functions   that   you   can   add   to   your   playbook.   Modules   can   perform  

actions   such   as   formatting   output,   parsing   a   string,   checking   IP   addresses,   or   downloading   emails.  

 

Custom   lists    allow   you   to   store   and   reuse   the   data   from   one   playbook   in   other   playbooks   or   batches.  

Each   custom   list   is   a   table   that   is   defined   at   the   organization   level   and   automatically   made   available   to   all  

the   users   in   your   organization.  

 

Command    is   a   special   type   of   playbook   that   executes   based   on   arguments   rather   than   a   time   range.  

They   can   only   be   called   from   within   a   case.   For   example,   a   case   command   could   perform   a   country  

lookup   based   on   an   IP   address   or   domain   name   argument.  
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LogicHub   Usage  

Dashboards  
LogicHub   allows   you   to   create   your   own   dashboards   by   selecting   the   pre-built   widgets   that   you   want   to  
include.   On   the   Dashboard   page,   you   can   select   the   dashboard   to   view   and   pin   the   dashboards   you   use  
most   frequently   for   easier   access.  

Create   a   dashboard  

1. Select   Dashboard   on   the   side   menu.  
2. To   open   the   dashboard   builder,   click   New   Dashboard.  
3. Enter   a   name   for   the   dashboard   and   click   Next.   The   dashboard   is   created   and   opens   to   an   empty  

canvas.  
4. To   add   content,   click   Add   Widget.  

 

6. Select   the   widget   you   want   to   add   and   click   Use.   For   instructions   on   adding   a   new   widget,   see  
'Create   your   own   widget'   in   this   topic.  

7. Continue   adding   widgets   as   desired.  
8. Each   widget   is   added   to   the   dashboard   builder   canvas.   Move   and   resize   any   of   the   widgets   to  

create   the   display   you   want.   To   remove   a   widget,   click   the   trash   can   icon   in   the   upper   left   corner.  
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Create   your   own   widgets  

When   creating   a   dashboard,   you   can   add   an   existing   widget   to   a   dashboard   or   create   a   new   widget.  

To   add   a   new   widget,  

1. In   the   Add   a   Widget   dialog,   click   Create   New   Widget.  
2. Select   the   dataset   to   be   the   source   of   the   data   for   the   widget.   To   create   a   new   dataset,   click  

Create   New   Dataset   and   specify   the   following.  
● Name   to   identify   the   dataset.  
● Choose   the   playbook   that   contains   the   output   table   of   the   step   you   want   to   use   as   the  

dataset.  
● Choose   the   step   that   has   the   playbook   as   its   output.  
● Select   the   stream   that   determines   how   frequently   the   data   in   the   widget   is   refreshed.  
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3. Click    Next.  

 

Dashboard   reporting  

Another   feature   of   Dashboards   is   the   ability   to   send   out   your   Dashboards   as   reports.    This  
can   be   useful   when   needing   to   get   data   to   other   teams.   

To   schedule   your   report,   find   the    Schedule   report    button   in   the   top   right   corner   of   the   Dashboards   page  
and   click   it.  

 

This   will   cause   the    Scheduler    window   to   pop   up   and   you   can   configure   as   needed   for   your  
report.  
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There   is   also   an   option   to   simply   download   the   dashboard   as   a   report   as   well.  

 

Connections  

Create   a   connection   

1. If   you’re   not   already   on   the   Connections   page,   click    Data   →   Connections    in   the  
left   navigation   bar.  

2. Click    New,    in   the   upper   right   corner,   to   set   up   a   connection.  
3. Assign   a   name   to   identify   the   connection.  
4. Select   the   connection   type.  
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Options   for   connection   include;   directory,   file,   splunk,   or   sumologic.   For   example,   if   you  
select    splunk    or    sumologic    as   the   type,   you   will   need   to   enter   the   API   connection  
credentials.   If   you   select   a    File    as   a   connection   type,   you   specify   the   file   to   import   into   the  
LogicHub   system.  
 
For   example,   to   connect   to   your   Splunk   environment,   select    splunk    for   Type,   and   enter   the  
username   and   secret   to   access   the   service.  
 
Enter   the   URL   to   access   the   service   or   file.  
 

 
 

5. Click    Submit .  

The   Connections   page   reopens   to   show   the   list   of   connections.   The   icon   next   to   the  
connection   name   indicates   whether   the   connection   is   currently   active.   

Click   an   entry   to   edit   the   settings   or   click   the   ellipsis   to   delete   or   edit   an   entry.   
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Event   Types  
Event   types    are   the   queries   that   get   specific   events   from   your   connections   and   yield   the  
results   that   will   pipe   into   the   LogicHub   analysis.   The   queries   are   the   same   native   queries   that  
you   would   run   on   your   SIEM.  

Create   an   event   type  

1. Select    Data    →    Event   Types .  
2. Click    New .  
3. Assign   a   name   to   identify   the   event   type.  
4. Select   the   connection   from   the   dropdown   list.  
5. Enter   or   paste   the   query   into   the   Query   field.  

 

 
 

6. (Optional)   In   the   Key   Columns   field,   list   any   columns   that   you   want   to   include   in  
the   query   results,   even   if   the   query   returns   no   data.   Use   a   comma-separated   list  
to   specify   multiple   columns.  

7. Click    Submit .  
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The   Event   Types   page   reopens   to   show   the   list   of   event   types.   Click   an   entry   to   edit   the  
settings   or   click   the   ellipsis   to   delete   or   edit   an   entry.  

Baselines  
A   baseline   allows   you   to   compare   current   (most   recent)   behavior   with   past   behavior   to  
determine   whether   the   current   behavior   is   consistent.   For   example,   you   might   use   a  
baseline   to   compare   a   user's   bank   account   balance   within   the   past   24   hours   with   the   daily  
balance   over   the   past   30   days.   If   the   behavior   is   inconsistent,   it   might   indicate   suspicious  
activity.  

When   you   create   a   baseline,   LogicHub   automatically   sets   up   a   stream   with   batches   to  
generate   the   data   for   comparison.   The   comparison   data   becomes   the   history   against   which  
the   current   or   most   recent   behavior   is   measured   and   scored.   If   the   pattern   of   data   in   the  
history   is   within   the   baseline,   the   calculated   score   is   low;   if   not,   the   score   is   high.   (As   with  
other   scoring   mechanisms,   you   can   manually   modify   the   computed   score.)  

Like   an   event   type,   a   baseline   is   a   mechanism   for   inputting   data   into   a   playbook.   An   event  
type   specifies   the   external   data   source   that   supplies   data   to   a   playbook.   A   baseline   specifies  
an   external   data   source   but   also   performs   actions   within   the   baseline   playbook   to   generate  
the   data   for   comparison.  

Create   a   baseline  

In   order   to   create   a   baseline,   you   must   first   have   a   playbook   that   collects   the   data   that   you  
want   to   collect   for   analysis.    For   this   example,   a   simple   playbook   is   created   to   collect   logs   for  
files   written   to   USB   and   aggregated   per   user.  
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Logs   are   ingested,   parsed,   and   aggregated   until   we   have   a   final   node   with   our   counts   per  
user.  

 

From   the    Actions    menu   we   can   select    Create   Baseline.  

 

1. Enter   a   name   to   identify   the   baseline.  
2. Specify   the   length   of   time   for   the   batches   to   cover   (in   minutes).  
3. Specify   the   number   of   batches   to   use   as   the   baseline   for   comparison.   For  

example,   if   you   want   to   compare   the   past   day   with   the   past   14   days,   you   can  
enter   1440   minutes   for   the   interval   and   14   for   the   number   of   batches.  

4. Click    Submit .  

At   this   point   the   Baseline   has   been   created   and   LogicHub   will   start   running   the   required  
number   of   past   batches   in   order   to   create   the   data   for   the   Baseline.    To   view   Baselines,   use  
the   left   navigation   menu,    Data   →   Baselines .  
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Custom   Lists  
The   custom   lists   feature   allows   you   to   store   and   reuse   the   data   from   one   playbook   in   other  
playbooks   or   batches.   Each   custom   list   is   a   table   that   is   defined   at   the   organization   level   and  
automatically   made   available   to   all   the   users   in   your   organization.  

Create   a   custom   list  

5. Select    Data   →   Custom   Lists    to   open   the   Custom   Lists   page.  
6. Click   the   New   button   in   the   upper   right   corner.  
7. Assign   a   name   for   the   list.  
8. Decide   how   to   handle   over   playbook   to   the   list.  
9. Name   the   first   column   and   select   the   desired   data   type.  
10. Add   additional   columns   as   needed.  
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11. Click    Save.  
 

 

Custom   List   Operators  

To   interact   and   use   lists   within   LogicHub,   there   are   some   list-specific   operators   to   use.    These  
give   the   user   the   ability   to   view,   manipulate   and   replace   the   values   found   in   the   specified  
list.  

appendToList   -    This   operator   appends   its   input   table   to   the   list,   deduping   the   rows   as  
needed.  

loadList   -    This   operator   returns   all   the   rows   from   a   list.  

queryFromList   -    This   operator   evaluates   the   filter   expression   on   each   row   of   the   input  
table   and   return   all   the   rows   from   the   list   that   match   any   one   of   the   filters.  

replaceList   -    This   operator   replaces   the   contents   of   the   list   with   the   input   table.  

selectivelyDeleteFromList   –    This   operator   evaluates   the   filter   expression   on   each   row  
of   the   input   table,   and   filters   the   list   using   the   resulting   expression.  

Custom   List   Usage  

An   example   of   custom   list   implementation   can   be   seen   in   the   following   playbook.    With   the  
playbook   named    high_risk_ip_list    the    loadList    operator   is   used   to   load   a   custom   list.  
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These   IP   addresses   are   compared   with   ones   pulled   from   the   Event   Type    proxy   logs .    IP  
addresses   that   are   already   on   the   blacklist   are   skipped   from   searching   in   Virustotal,   helping  
the   playbook   to   process   faster.  

After   the   IPs   are   submitted   to   Virustotal,   if   the   score   is   determined   to   be   high   enough   the   IP  
can   then   be   added   to   the    high_risk_ip_list.  
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Playbooks  
Playbooks    are   the   digital   representations   of   the   logic   that   the   security   analyst   goes   through  
to   make   decisions   about   events.   Playbook   execution   ranks   security   events   such   that   the  
critical   events   at   the   top.   Playbooks   allow   you   to   take   multiple   inputs   and   apply   data  
reduction   and   advanced   correlation   techniques   to   generate   a   single   score   or   ranking   as   the  
output   for   each   event.  

A   playbook   begins   with   the   event   types   you’ve   selected.   In   the   graphical   playbook   creation  
process,   you   select   a   sample   time   range   to   work   from,   and   then   create   nodes   based   on   the  
actions   you   want   to   perform.   To   complete   the   playbook,   you   collate   the   elements   into   a  
single   output.   The   output   gives   a   score   to   the   analysis   to   determine   whether   the   behavior   in  
the   playbook   is   within   the   acceptable   range,   warrants   investigation,   or   is   likely   to   represent  
an   incident.   

The   playbook   codifies   the   logic,   and   the   playbook   output   is   the   ranking.   
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As   an   example,   consider   this   simple   playbook,   which   flags   suspicious   URLs   from   a   set   of  
alerts.   It   includes   all   the   basic   types   of   playbook   actions.  

  

The   playbook   begins   with   an   event   type,   PanThreat,  
which   reads   in   the   alerts   from   Splunk.  

 

Next,   the   playbook   calculates   an   initial   score   for   each  
source   IP   address   by   counting   the   occurrence   of   each  
IP   address   in   this   period   and   taking   the   natural   log   on  
the   values   of   the   counts.  

Next,   the   playbook   runs   a   call   script   to   look   up   the  
source   IP   in   VirusTotal.  

 

Next,   the   playbook   extracts   VirusTotal   data   from   the  
JSON   output   to   use   in   scoring.  
 

 

The   next   node   adjusts   the   score   for   the   VirusTotal  
results.  

 

The   playbook   adds   a   scorer   node,   which   allows   an  
analyst   to   tweak   the   scoring   for   individual   events,   if  
needed,   based   on   the   presented   fields.  

 

The   last   step   of   the   playbook   generates   a   scored  
output   based   on   the   analysis   in   the   previous   steps.  
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Playbooks   can   be   much   more   extensive,   with   multiple   event   types   and   interrelated   actions.  
This   playbook   extends   the   analysis   of   the   previous   example   by   adding   additional   event   types  
for   traffic   and   syslog   messages   for   filtering,   aggregation,   and   scoring.  
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Playbook   Modes  
Easy   Mode    allows   you   to   create   playbooks   easily   by   selecting   automations   for   steps   without   directly  
entering   LQL   code.   A   wide   range   of   automations   is   available,   and   for   many   customers   it’s   possible   to  
create   most   or   all   needed   playbooks   using   Easy   Mode.   When   you   open   a   playbook,   Easy   Mode   opens   by  
default.  

LogicHub   still   supports   the   original   LogicHub   flow   builder,   which   is   now   called   Advanced   Mode     and   is  
accessible   from   the   More   (...)   menu   on   the   Playbooks   page.   

Advanced   Mode    provides   all   the   functionality   needed   to   build   any   playbook.   You   can   access   and   use  
Advanced   Mode   in   either   of   these   ways:  

● Build   your   playbook   in    Easy   Mode ,   then   switch   to   Advanced   Mode   if   needed   for   any   functionality  
that   isn't   available   in   Easy   Mode.   You   can    switch   back   and   forth    between   modes   as   needed.  

● Build   your   playbook   completely   in   Advanced   Mode.  

Switching   Playbook   Modes  

While   editing   a   playbook,   you   can   switch   between   Easy   Mode   and   Advanced   Mode.  

Switch   from   Easy   Mode   to   Advanced   Mode  

From   the   Easy   Mode   editor,   click   the   More   icon   (...)   in   the   upper   right   corner   and   select   Advanced   Mode.  

Switch   from   Advanced   Mode   to   Easy   Mode  
From   the   Advanced   Mode   editor,   click   the   More   icon   (...)   in   the   upper   right   corner   and   select   Edit   in   Easy  
Mode.  
 

LogicHub   Query   Language   (LQL)  
LogicHub   Query   Language   (LQL)   is   the   language   for   all   queries   used   to   develop   a   flow.   An   LQL   query   can  
be   either   of   the   following:  

● A   custom   LogicHub   operator.   Click   Available   operators   to   view   the   list   of   operators   and   make   a  
selection.   For   more   information,   see   Select   operators.  

● A   standard   SQL   query,   with   the   SQL   enclosed   in   backtick   (`)   marks.   You   can   use   any   Spark   SQL  
functions   listed   on   the   Apache   Spark   website.   A   list   of   the   available   SQL   functions   can   be   found  
on    this   page .  
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Create   a   Playbook  
1. Click    Playbooks    in   the   left   navigation   bar.  
2. Click    New .  
3. Assign   a   name   to   the   playbook   and   click    Submit .  
4. Select   one   or   more   event   types.   If   you   don’t   see   the   event   type   you   want,   click  

Create   a   new     Event   Type    to   add   a   new   one.  
a. For   event   types,   the   query   area   is   read-only.   To   change   the   event   type,   select    Source  

from   the   playbook   menu   at   the   top   of   the   screen.  

 
5. Click    Done .  

The   Playbooks   page   reopens   to   show   the   event   type   in   the   playbook   builder.  

 
 

Use   the   Date   Time   Range   control   to   set   the   sample   time   range   for   your   playbook.   Choose   a  
range   that   is   just   wide   enough   for   you   to   see   data,   but   not   so   wide   that   you’ll   need   to   wait  
for   query   results.   Depending   on   your   data,   you   might   need   to   adjust   the   interval   to   display  
data.   
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Click   the   event   type   box   to   add   details.   The   event   type   box   shifts   to   the   left   panel,   and   the  
settings   show   on   the   right.   The   node   that   you’re   focusing   on   is   highlighted   in   yellow.  

 
 

● In   the   upper-right   section   of   the   window,   a   new   tab   is   created   with   the   name   of   the  
selected   node  

● The   table   of   results   shows   all   the   data   that   matches   the   selected   node   for   the  
specified   time   range.    Scrolling   and   pagination   controls   are   available.  

You   can   now   build   out   your   playbook   by   adding   additional   nodes.    See   the   following   sections   for   details.  
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Query   area  
The   query   area   displays   the   query   associated   with   the   selected   node.   Queries   are   based   on  
the   LogicHub   Query   Language   (LQL),   which   is   a   wrapper   around   SQL   with   some   powerful  
operations   that   are   available   as   Operators.  

 

LogicHub   Query   Language   (LQL)  

LogicHub   Query   Language   (LQL)   is   the   language   for   all   queries   used   to   develop   a   playbook.  
An   LQL   query   can   be   either   of   the   following:  

A   custom   LogicHub   operator .   Click    Available   Operators   and   UDFs    to   view   the   list   of  
operators   and   make   a   selection.  

A   standard   SQL   query,   with   the   SQL   enclosed   in   ̀    marks .   You   can   use   any   Spark   SQL  
functions   listed   on   the    Apache   Spark   wiki .  
Example:  

 
`   SELECT   src_ip,   dest_ip,   count(*)   AS   conn_count   FROM   PsData   GROUP   BY   src_ip,  
dest_ip`  

Select   Operators  

Operators   can   include   integrations   that   interact   with   other   systems   or   tools   to   bring   in  
external   information   about   threats.  

To   see   the   list   of   available   operators,   select   a   node   and   click    Available   Operators   and   UDFs .  
A   panel   containing   the   list   of   operators   opens   on   the   left.   
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You   can   scroll   through   the   list   and   click    Show   More    to   view   additional   details   for   any  
particular   operator.  

 

Click   an   operator   to   add   it   to   the   query   area.   You   can   then   modify   the   query   as   needed   and  
click    Update   Table .   

Keep   in   mind   that   the   node   type   depends   on   the   function   that   is   applied.   For   example,   if   you  
add   a   computation   node   (green   header)   and   then   select   a   score   function   from   the   available  
functions   list,   the   node   changes   to   a   scorer   node   (purple   header).   

Tabs  

The   node   name   is   listed   at   the   top   of   the   query   area,   followed   by   the   associated   query.   A  
new   tab   opens   for   each   node   you   select.   To   close   a   node,   hover   over   the   tab   and   click    X .   If  
you   close   all   of   the   tabs,   only   the   graphical   view   is   displayed.  

 

Results   Table  

The   results   table   below   the   query   area   lists   the   events   that   match   the   query   for   the   selected  
period.  

To   save   any   changes   you   make   to   a   query   and   redisplay   the   table,   click    Update   Table .  

To   filter   the   results   table,   click    Filter   Table    and   enter   filter   criteria.    A   filter   criterion   is   a   SQL  
WHERE    condition.   For   example:   action=’allowed’  

Note:    For   event   types,   the   query   area   is   read-only.   See   event   type   details   for   instructions   on  
editing   event   type   queries.  
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Tags/Searching  

LogicHub   supports   the   ability   of   tagging   nodes   with   descriptive   tags.    These   can   be   used   to  
search   through   playbooks,   which   can   be   very   helpful   with   larger   playbooks,   to   identify   the  
desired   nodes.    An   example   is   to   use   the   “explicit”   tag   for   nodes   that   do   not   have   a    SELECT   * ,  
in   their   LQL.  

 

Now   it   is   possible   to   use   the   Search   feature   and   locate   nodes   with   the   “explicit”   tag.  

 

Output  
Output   is   the   last   step   in   a   playbook.   It’s   where   the   results   of   all   the   other   nodes   come  
together   to   yield   a   single   critical   event   ranking.    Anytime   you   want   a   given   node   to   feed   into  
the   output,   click   the    Output    toggle   to   link   it   to   the   Output   node.   When   you   start   a   playbook,  
there   is   no   Output   node   –   it   appears   when   you   first   click   the   toggle.  

This   image   shows   our   example   playbook,   modified   to   include   an   additional   scorer   node.   The  

Output   toggle      was   enabled   for   both   nodes,   so   both   feed   into   the   output   node.  
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Destinations  
Destinations    represent   third   party   tools   to   which   you   can   forward   the   scored   events   and   associated  
explanations.   A   destination   can   be   your   SIEM,   ticketing   system,   or   any   other   third-party   tool   that   is  
compatible   with   your   workplaybook.  
 

Create   a   destination  

1. Select    Data   →   Destinations    to   open   the   Destinations   page.  
2. Click    New    to   add   a   new   destination.  
3. Assign   a   name   to   the   destination.  
4. Select   a   connection   from   the   dropdown   list.   
5. Select   the   specific   location   in   the   connections   service   that   will   receive   the   output.   

For   Splunk,   enter   the   index.  
For   Sumo   Logic,   enter   the   HTTP   source   URL.  

6. Click   Submit.  

Streams  
Streams    allow   you   to   automate   the   analysis   logic   codified   in   the   playbooks   and   apply   it   to   an  
upcoming   stream   of   events   on   a   fixed   interval   using   batches.   You   can   set   up   batches   to   run  
at   a   set   interval   (such   as   every   30   minutes)   and   apply   a   playbook   to   each.   Within   each  
stream,   you   can   drill   down   to   see   why   alerts   were   scored   in   a   particular   way,   and   what  
portions   of   the   playbook   contributed   to   the   scoring.  

Streams   include   the   following   capabilities.  

Ranking .   The   output   of   each   batch   in   a   stream   includes   only   the   events   that   meet   a   score  
threshold   that   you   set.   This   approach   allows   you   to   create   a   critical   alert   list   with   only   the  
alerts   of   most   concern.   You   can   also   adjust   the   threshold   as   needed   for   higher   or   lower  
sensitivity.  

Auto-forwarding   of   results .   You   can   specify   a   destination   to   automatically   receive   the  
output   of   each   batch.   The   results   become   accessible   from   your   SIEM   system,   but   unlike   the  
data   that   is   reported   directly   from   your   SIEM   system,   the   LogicHub   stream   output   has   been  
intelligently   processed   so   that   only   the   most   important   alerts   are   reported.  

Drill - downs .    For   any   alert   in   the   stream   output,   you   can   drill   down   to   see   why   the   alert   was  
scored   in   a   particular   way.   The   drilldown   process   allows   you   to   traverse   the   playbook   tree   to  
see   the   messages   that   contributed   to   each   node   in   the   playbook   and   what   actions   were  
involved.   
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Pinning .   Pinning   lets   you   zero   in   on   the   portion   of   the   playbook   that   generates   an   entry   in  
the   stream   output.   Examining   the   relevant   portion   of   the   playbook   can   help   you   determine  
exactly   why   a   particular   score   was   applied.  

Starred   results .   You   can   highlight   the   alerts   of   most   interest   by   starring   them   and   filtering   the   list   to   see  
only   the   starred   messages.  

Create   a   stream   to   rank   your   alerts  

Create   a   stream   to   rank   your   alerts   on   an   ongoing   basis.  

Click   Create   Stream   in   the   lower   right   corner   of   the   playbook   builder   to   display   the   settings.   
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Create   a   stream   to   rank   your   alerts   on   an   ongoing   basis.  

Click    Create   Stream    in   the   lower   right   corner   of   the   playbook   builder   to   display   the   settings.   
 

 

● Name.   Assign   a   name   to   identify   the   stream.  
● Batch   length   (minutes).   Enter   the   time   in   minutes   between   successive   batch   runs.  

When   each   batch   runs,   it   collects   the   data   for   that   interval,   plus   any   overlap.  
● Overlap   length   (minutes).   You   can   specify   an   additional   interval   to   be   added   at   the  

beginning   of   each   batch.   Doing   so   allows   you   to   overlap   the   data   slightly   from   one  
batch   interval   to   the   next.  

● Auto   forward.   Turn   this   option   on   to   automatically   forward   the   events   that   meet   the  
score   threshold   to   the   selected   destination.   

● Destination.   Select   the   destination   to   receive   the   results.  
● Score.   Select   the   threshold   for   sending   events   based   on   the   logic   in   your   playbook.  
● Max   Events   to   Forward   per   Batch.   Enter   the   maximum   number   of   events   to   send   in   each   batch.  

This   option   allows   you   to   limit   the   data   volume   to   be   ingested   into   your   connection   service.  
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After   saving   the   settings,   open   the   Streams   page   to   see   a   list   of   all   the   defined   streams.   

 

Manage   your   streams  
The   Streams   page   lists   all   your   streams.  

Click   a   stream   to   see   the   list   of   batches.   

Each   batch   is   listed   with   this   information:  

● Interval   covered   by   the   batch.  
● Processing   time   of   batch  
● Number   of   events   that   met   the   threshold   for   the   batch.  
● Visual   representation   of   the   scores   for   the   events.   Events   with   scores   0   -   4   are   shown  

in   green,   events   with   scores   4-   7   are   shown   in   yellow,   and   scores   above   7   are   shown  
in   red.   

● Status   of   the   batch:   Scheduled,   Executing,   Ready,   Skipped   or   Error.  
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Drill   down   for   deeper   analysis  
Click   a   batch   entry   on   the   Streams   page   to   start   the   drill-down   process.   You’ll   see   a   list   of   the  
individual   events   that   are   the   result   of   the   batch   processing.   Each   entry   shows   the   event  
message   and   the   message   score.   

 

To   start   drilling   down,   click   the   tree     icon   to   the   left   of   an   event   message.   The   event   is  
highlighted   in   yellow   and   a   panel   is   added   on   the   right.   The   new   panel   shows   the   events   that  
contributed   to   the   highlighted   message.   

 

To   continue   the   drill-down,   click   the   tree     icon   on   the   right   side   panel.   A   new   panel   opens   to   show  
the   events   that   contributed   to   the   previous   panel.   By   continuing   this   process,   you   can   identify   exactly  
what   event   sequence   contributed   to   the   score   that   was   applied   to   the   original   highlighted   message.  
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Automations  

Integrations  
Integrations   allow   you   to   exchange   data   with   third-party   applications.   With   the   integrations  
feature,   you   can   set   up   a   connection   to   a   third-party   application   and   then   call   that  
connection   from   your   playbook.  

For   example,   you   might   want   to   take   Splunk   notables   that   are   identified   and   scored   in   your  
playbook   and   use   them   to   automatically   create   a   ticket   in   Jira.   To   do   so,   you   set   up   a  
connection   to   your   company's   Jira   instance   and   then   add   a   node   to   your   playbook   that  
automatically   creates   a   ticket   in   Jira   based   on   criteria   you   set   up.  

Viewing   available   integrations  

LogicHub   has   multiple   built-in   integrations   that   just   need   to   be   set   up   in   order   to   be   used  
within   playbooks.    The   catalog   of   out-of-the-box   integrations   can   be   viewed   within   LogicHub.  

1. Click    Automations   →   Integrations    in   the   left   navigation   bar.  
2. This   will   open   the    Automation   Library.  

 

 
 

3. There   is   a   search   box   on   the   left   side   for   quickly   locating   the   desired   integration.  
4. By   clicking   on   the    Actions    button,   it   is   possible   to   view   all   of   the   available   actions   for  

each   integration.  
5. Before   an   integration   can   be   used   an   active   connection   must   be   set   up,   this   is   also  

available   to   do   from   the    Automation   Library    window,   by   clicking    +   Connect .  
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Custom   integrations  

If   an   integration   is   needed   and   is   not   available   in   the    Automation   Library ,   LogicHub   offers  
the   flexibility   to   create   your   own.  

1. Click    Automations   →   Integrations    in   the   left   navigation   bar.  
2. This   will   open   the    Automation   Library .    Which   has   a   button   labeled    Import  

Integration.  
3. Click    Start   with   Starter   Integration.  
4. Click    Export   as   .zip  

 

 
 

5. In   the   zip   folder   is   a    main.py    file   which   can   be   used   as   a   template   to   start   writing   a  
custom   integration.  

Modules  
A   module   is   a   pre-built   automation   function   that   you   can   add   to   your   playbook.   Modules   can   perform  
actions   such   as   formatting   output,   parsing   a   string,   checking   IP   addresses,   or   downloading   emails.   For  
example,   a   module   could   check   IP   addresses   against   an   abuse   IP   database.  

A   module   is   defined   within   a   step.   Each   step   consists   of   a   single   pre-built   automation   (module   or  
integration).   A   module   can   have   child   steps,   but   the   actions   in   a   child   step   are   configurable   only   if   the  
parent   module   has   a   defined   automation.  

To   add   a   module  

1. Create   or   edit   your   playbook   in   Advanced   Mode.  
2. Start   the   module   setup   in   either   of   the   following   ways:  

● If   you   are   adding   a   module   to   an   existing   step,   click   Add   Automation   within   the   step.  
● If   you   are   creating   a   module   directly,   click   +   for   the   parent   step   on   the   map   and   select  

Add   Module.  
3. Locate   the   module   you   would   like   to   add   in   any   of   the   following   ways:  

● Scroll   through   the   list.  
● Start   entering   the   name   in   the   search   area   to   see   matching   modules.  
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● Expand   the   module   list   in   the   left   menu   and   select   a   module   type   to   filter   the   list   by   that  
type.  

4. Click    +    to   select   and   set   up   the   module.  
5. Specify   the   fields   for   the   module.   The   particular   fields   depend   on   the   type   of   module.  
6. Click   Insert   to   save   and   add   the   module   to   your   playbook.  

 

Scripts  

LogicHub   offers   the   ability   to   upload   scripts   for   use   in   playbooks.    These   scripts   can   be   used   to   connect  
to   other   tools,   parse/manipulate   data,   etc.    Uploading   and   using   scripts   is   quick   and   simple   through   the  
scripts   page.  

Uploading/Viewing   scripts  

1. Click    Automations   →   Scripts    in   the   left   navigation   bar.  
2. Available   scripts   are   listed.  
3. To   upload   a   script,   drag-and-drop   your   script   into   the    Scripts    page.  

● Supported   types   include,   .py,   .sh   and   .jar  
● Uploading   a   script   with   the   same   name   as   an   existing   script   will   overwrite  

the   script   currently   uploaded   to   LogicHub.  
4. The   option   to   delete   a   script   is   available   by   clicking   on   the   ellipsis   and   selecting  

Delete.  
5. Once   uploaded,   your   script   is   ready   to   be   used   with   the    callScript    and  

callScriptWithTable    operators.  
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Commands  

A   case   command   is   a   special   type   of   playbook   that   executes   based   on   arguments   rather   than  
a   time   range.   For   example,   a   case   command   could   perform   a   country   lookup   based   on   an   IP  
address   or   domain   name   argument.  

LogicHub   allows   you   to   create   commands   and   run   them   directly   from   cases.   For   example,   if  
an   attack   has   occurred   from   a   particular   IP   address,   you   can   add   a   command   that   does   an   IP  
lookup   and   includes   the   results   of   the   lookup   in   the   LogicHub   case.   The   command   and  
results   remain   in   LogicHub   and   you   don’t   have   to   access   an   external   system   or   copy   and  
paste   results   into   the   case   management   record.  

Create   a   command  

1. Open   the   Automations   >   Commands   page   and   click    + .  
2. Enter   a   name   and   description   to   identify   the   command.  
3. To   include   an   online   help   page,   add   the   URL   of   the   page.  
4. Click   Continue.  

● The   playbook   designer   opens   in   Easy   Mode   with   an   initial   Parameter   step   added.  
5. Click   the   Parameter   step   to   configure   settings   for   running   the   command.   For   column   name,   add  

the   name   of   a   parameter   you   want   to   use   as   a   command   argument.   The   parameter   will   also   be  
listed   as   a   column   in   the   playbook   results.   Add   a   description   if   you   like   and   indicate   if   the  
parameter   is   required.   If   the   parameter   isn’t   required,   you   can   specify   a   default   value.  

6. To   add   additional   parameters,   click   Add   Parameter.  
7. When   you   have   added   all   the   parameters   you   want   to   use,   click   Continue.  
8. On   the   Data   tab,   specify   a   dummy   value   for   each   argument.   The   value   allows   you   to   populate  

the   results   table   in   the   playbook   designer   so   that   you   can   see   how   the   results   change   as   you  
build   your   command   playbook.  

9. Click   Save.  
10. You’re   now   ready   to   add   logic   to   your   command   playbook.   In   the   playbook   designer,   click   +   on  

the   parameter   step   and   select   the   type   of   child   step   to   add.  

*   Notice   that   the   results   table   is   automatically   populated   with   the   columns   that   you   set   up   as  
parameters   and   with   the   dummy   data   that   you   defined.  
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Scoring   with   Rules  
A   scorer   is   a   mechanism   to   apply   manual   feedback   from   an   analyst   so   that   individual   events  
can   be   scored   higher   or   lower   on   an   exception   basis.   The   feedback   is   stored   as   score   rules  
within   the   system.   

Scorer   tasks   are   displayed   with   a   purple   header.   In   our   example   playbook,   the   scorer   allows  
you   to   override   the   scoring   done   in   the   previous   step   with   a   manual   score.    This   option   is  
useful   if   you   have   independent   information   about   a   particular   event   that   causes   you   to   view  
it   as   either   more   critical   or   less   critical   than   is   determined   by   the   automatic   scoring   in   your  
playbook.   

 

To   configure   a   scorer,   select    Add   Node     →   Scorer .   Click    Available   Operators   and   UDFs    and  
select   one   of   the   score   functions.   Notice   that   each   row   in   the   result   table   has   a   menu   that  
allows   you   to   select   a   score   for   that   entry.  
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You   can   assign   scores   to   multiple   rows.   Select   checkboxes   for   the   rows   you   want   to   modify  
or   use   the   Select   menu   at   the   bottom   of   the   table   to   select   rows,   and   then   choose   from   the  
Score   menu   to   apply   that   score   to   the   selected   rows.  
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Create   Score   Rules  

Scores   that   you   assign   using   a   scorer   task   can   be   added   to   a   scoring   rule,   which   can   then   be  
reused   in   other   playbooks.  

Select    Scores   Rules   >   View/Delete   Rules    to   display   the   results   that   you   manually   scored.   

 

The   results   are   grouped   by   the   assigned   scores.   

 

To   save   the   manual   scoring   in   a   reusable   rule   set,   select    Scores   Rules   >   Save   Rule   Set .   Enter  
a   name   for   the   rule   set   and   click    Save .  

Score   rule   sets   are   accessible   by   clicking    Score   Rules    in   the   navigation   bar   on   the   left   side   of  
the   screen.   You   see   the   list   of   scored   events,   organized   by   score.  

Case   Management  
LogicHub   provides   an   integrated   case   management   capability   for   you   to   track   activity   related  
to   investigations   of   threats   and   other   security   issues.  

You   can   add   comments   and   attachments   to   a   case   and   create   tasks   to   assign   to   selected  
users.   Case   history   is   automatically   created   for   each   case   action.  

To   view   and   manage   the   current   list   of   cases,   select   Cases   on   the   side   menu.   Use   the   search  
field   to   find   cases.   To   sort   the   case   list   by   a   column,   click   the   column   header.   Click   again   to  
reverse   the   sort   order.  
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Create   Cases  
To   create   a   case,  

1. Select   Cases   on   the   side   menu.  
2. Click   +.  
3. Enter   a   title   to   identify   the   case.  
4. Select   a   person   to   assign   the   case   to.   You   can   assign   a   case   to   any   LogicHub   user.  
5. Add   a   summary   of   the   case.   The   summary   area   provides   rich   text   controls   to  

formatting.  
6. Select   the   case   priority   (Low,   Medium,   Critical,   Blocker,   or   Won’t   Fix).  
7. Select   the   status   (Todo,   In   Progress,   or   Done).  
8. Click   Submit.  

LogicHub   Administration   -   Basic  

Manage   user   accounts  

Change   a   user   role  

LogicHub   supports   two   user   permission   levels:   admin   and   user.  

The   user   permission   level   determines   who   can   see   and   edit   the   playbooks   created   by   other  
users.   A   playbook   can   be   classified   as   private,   shared   (view   only),   or   shared   (read/write).  

A    user    can   manage   permissions   on   playbooks,   event   types,   connections,   and   streams,   and  
has   access   to   the   playbooks   shared   by   others.  

An    admin    can   perform   all   user   functions,   and   see   all   playbooks   created   by   all   users   (whether  
they   are   shared   or   not).   An   admin   can   also   add   new   users   and   reset   user   passwords.  

Delete   a   user   account  

An   admin   user   can   delete   a   user   account.   Click    Settings   →   Users    to   open   the   Users   page.  

On   the   Users   page,   click   the   ellipsis   to   the   right   of   the   user   name,   and   click    Delete.  

Note:    If   a   user   account   is   deleted,   any   playbooks   the   user   has   created   remain   in   the   system  
and   can   be   shared   by   an   admin   user.  
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Reset   the   password   for   another   user  

If   you   are   an   admin   user,   you   can   request   a   password   reset   on   behalf   of   any   other   user.    Click  
Settings   →   Users    to   open   the   Users   page.  

Click   the   rotating   circle   icon   to   the   right   of   the   user   name,   and   click   OK   to   verify   that   you  
want   to   do   the   reset.  

 

A   new   password   is   generated.   Copy   the   password   and   provide   it   to   the   user.  

Reset   your   own   password  
Any   user   can   request   a   password   reset   for   their   account.   Click   your   user   name   in   the   lower  
left   corner   of   any   page   and   select    Reset   Password .    Enter   your   current   password   and   enter  
and   confirm   a   new   password   and   click    Save .  

Manage   sharing   of   playbooks  
Click    Playbooks    on   the   top   menu   bar   to   open   the   list   of   playbooks.   The   playbooks   that   are  
listed   depend   on   your   user   role.   If   you   are   a   user,   you   will   see   all   playbooks   created   by   you  
and   shared   by   others.   If   you   are   an   admin   user,   you   will   see   all   playbooks   created   by   all  
users.   

To   change   the   sharing   settings   for   a   playbook,   click   the   ellipsis   and   select   the   desired   setting.  

When   you   share   a   playbook,   all   objects   in   that   playbook   are   also   shared   with   the   same  
permissions.  
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